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We give a sufficient condition for a general class of continua to be remainders of a space X in a 
compactifcation arX. We then see tha: (for thc:se X) the smallest compactification to which a 
function f E C*(X) extends has a clos,ed, bounded interval for a remainder. 
In 1966 Magi11 [3] gave a sufficient condition for a Peanc, space Ii: to be the 
remainder of a locally compact space X; i.e., K is homeomorphic to CUX \X for 
some Hausdorff compactification aX of X. This result was then improved by 
Rogers 25) and Magi11 [a]. The general type of theorem proved was the following: 
The properties (A) and (B) are as follows: 
Magi11 [3]. (A): locally compact, normal, and contains 
(B) : a Peano space. 
Rogers [5]. (A): locally compact, non-pseudocompact. 
(B) . I a Bean0 space. 
a closed copy of IV. 
Magi11 [a]. (A): locally compact and contains a connected, C-embedded subser 
whkh is not pseudocompact. 
(B) :’ a compactification of a space which contains a separable, 
arcwise connected subset‘ 
We D , 7 prove a resuh which has these three as corollaries. For terminology, 
recall that a Peanlo space is any compact, connected, locally connected metric space 
mage of [Q, I].) A weak 
nse contjnuous i,mage 
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6. Arry compactification of BB*, 16 n s c. 
D. The continue ;1s image of any :weak Peano space. 
E. Any separabk product of compact, arcwise connected, IIausdorff spaces, 
e.g., I’. 
(Steiner and Steiner [6]). Let X be locally compact and not compact 
and let K be compact. If there is a continuous map f : X --) K such that f(X \ F) is 
dense in K for en& compact F C X, then K is a remainder of X. 1 
3. Theorem. If X is locally compact and not pseudmompact and K is any weak 
.PPano space then K is a remainder of X. 
Proof. X contains a C-embedded copy of IV, say S [2, 1.211. Let g : S -+ Q (= 
raknals) be any onto map. Then g has a continuous extension g : X --) 5%. Since K 
is a weak Eatno space, there is a map h : BB --) K suck that h (DB) is dense in K. Define 
f:X+Kbyf=++ If F E X is compact hen clearly F can contain only finiseiy 
many points of S. Thus, g(X \ F) ‘rs dense in 88 so that f(X \ P) is dense in K. By 
Lemma 2, K is a remainder of _X. 
Note that this theorem has the three earlier results cited above as easy 
cC~.roilaries. We may also use it to derive a property of the 1a;:tice of compactifica- 
tions of a locally compact, non-pseudocompact space. 
First, recall that any subset C C C*(X) which separates points and closed sets in 
X determines a compactificationecX which can be obtainetl by embedding X in 
flrEJf using the evaluation map ec defined by 
. 
Eec(mf) = f(x) 
where .& is a closed bounded interval in R containing f(X) Then B,-X = cl (Ed (X)). 
Each f E C has an extension to ecX defined to be the resriction to ecX of the 
projection ma2 wf 4 : IIrecIf -+ If. It easily follows that ensver arX is a compac- 
tification of X and C = if E ai II* WlI f has an extension to ax) then CWX = ecX, ?__ , , 
where = means that there is a homeomorphism ji l -x + +X which extends the . e&.*.v. 
identity map from X C cuJ%l to X C ecX. 
In view of these facts, we may form a sei d comoactificetions., K(X), satisfying 
(i) each element of K(X) is an ecX for some. C C C*(X), 
(ii) no two distinct elements of K(X) are equivalent (by = ), and 
(iii) any compactification of X is equivalent o a membler of K(X). 
e define a partial order on (X) by saying CUX G 7X i’li and snly if there is a 
identiity rn;33 
and $Y G arX. 
. If {c~J}~,J is any family of compactificatimr of the locally compact 
space X then glbi,J {CQX} =CcX WkC c’ = fTi,JCi and Ci = {f E C*(X) i f extends 
to aiX}* 
For f E C*(X), let X:(j) = ((YX E K(X) 1 f extends to CYX}. In [I] the following 
result was proved. 
5. Theorem. aX is a minimal element of Kv) if and only if f * is I - 1 on arX \JK. 
(f” den,otes the extertsiun uf f tcq CYX.) 
We can now prove the following: 
6. I,ennrma. If X is locally compact then K(f) contains a &malZest element qAY for 
each f E C*(X). 
PH&. By Lemma 4 glb K(f) = ecX where C = fl~~,,&Z’~. Since f E C, for each 
aX f K(j), j E C. Thus f has an extension to eCX. Then ofX = ecX E Ku). 
7. Theorem. If M(f) contains af2 element w&5 a compact, connected remainder 
then qX \X is either a singleton or hmeomor#zic to [O, 11. 
Proof+ Let f * be the extension of f to qX. By Theorem 5, f * is 1 - 1 on ofX \ X. 
Since qX \X is the continuous image of 22 compact, connected remainder, it 
follow that qX \X is compact, connected 2nd so f * is a homeomorphism on 
qX\X. Thus f*(qX\X) is a compact, connected subset of R. 
8. cmmry . If (3X \ X is compadt and connect& then qX \ X is e ifher a siqleton 
or homeomorphic to [0, l] for alt f E C*(X), 
Proof. PX C-T K(f) for each f E C*(X). 
9. Corollary. ff X is locally compact atBd non-pseu4docompacl,, then there are 
f E C*(X) for which ofX \X is homeomoqhic to [OY 11. 
Proof. Let K be any non-degenerate weak Peano space ano Iet a% \X be 
homeomorphic io K (Theorem 3). Let g : arX + R be such that g dIistinguishes 
between some two distinct points of acX \X. If f = g Ix, then f does not extend to 
wX, the one-point compactification of X* By Theorem 7, wfX \ X is homeomorphic 
to [O, I]. 
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